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Hi!Hi!

I'm Sea Dragon, and I liveI'm Sea Dragon, and I live

in the sea.in the sea.

Is there any other sea creatureIs there any other sea creature

at all like me?at all like me?



I have seenI have seen

seahorses!seahorses!  
  our bodies are shaped theour bodies are shaped the

same, but they are stillsame, but they are still

very different,very different,    and areand are

not quite like me!not quite like me!



So off I goSo off I go

Searching the ocean high!Searching the ocean high!

And searching the oceanAnd searching the ocean

bellow!bellow!  

Until I see another creature IUntil I see another creature I

can become, instead of justcan become, instead of just

being me.being me.



I will start where I know, in theI will start where I know, in the

Sunlight Zone!Sunlight Zone!  

Where the sunlight dances across theWhere the sunlight dances across the

surface! And all is bright around me!surface! And all is bright around me!

Will I find a new me here?Will I find a new me here?  



The first thing I spot in this brightThe first thing I spot in this bright

new zone is an abundance of coralnew zone is an abundance of coral

amongst the sea foam!amongst the sea foam!

I play and swim, but almostI play and swim, but almost

immediately see, a couple pinchersimmediately see, a couple pinchers

staring back at me!staring back at me!



They belong to Crab, who isn't quiteThey belong to Crab, who isn't quite

happy about the commotion I causedhappy about the commotion I caused

in their tidy habitat-y.in their tidy habitat-y.  

I try to leave with less of a scuttle,I try to leave with less of a scuttle,

but find myself caught in the rubble!but find myself caught in the rubble!  



Crab, seeing I am in a lot of distress,Crab, seeing I am in a lot of distress,

kindly untangles me from my mess.kindly untangles me from my mess.

We breathe and relax,We breathe and relax,    and I take aand I take a

good look, Crab is not exactly MYgood look, Crab is not exactly MY

look.look.

So we say our goodbyes, and off ISo we say our goodbyes, and off I

swim to find the kind I'm meant toswim to find the kind I'm meant to

fit in!fit in!  



I hear a sound from above!I hear a sound from above!

A squeal or squeak?A squeal or squeak?

I think I see aI think I see a    nose of a creature I'venose of a creature I've

seen before...seen before...

Is that a fin?Is that a fin?

Oh!Oh!  

It's Dolphin!It's Dolphin!



As Dolphin and I attempt to play, IAs Dolphin and I attempt to play, I

notice something a little strange...notice something a little strange...

As they jump, and dive and swimAs they jump, and dive and swim

about, I'm hardly able to keep up!about, I'm hardly able to keep up!

They're overly excited play They're overly excited play 

And larger inAnd larger in    size,size,

Create massive whirl pools and waves!Create massive whirl pools and waves!  



I get swept up!I get swept up!  

And caught up in their dorsal fin!And caught up in their dorsal fin!  

Hitching a wild ride for awhile.Hitching a wild ride for awhile.

Before I know it, I get let off!Before I know it, I get let off!

And left very, very dizzy.And left very, very dizzy.  



As I recover from my dizzy daze,As I recover from my dizzy daze,

in the distance I see...a cave?in the distance I see...a cave?

It's shiny and filled with brightIt's shiny and filled with bright

colors and light!colors and light!

I must investigate!I must investigate!

I must go and see!I must go and see!

If in this cave is who I am meant toIf in this cave is who I am meant to

be!be!  



This cave of wonderThis cave of wonder

Of light and color!Of light and color!

I cannot help myself but try to touch.I cannot help myself but try to touch.

Only to get caught in seaweed's mightyOnly to get caught in seaweed's mighty

clutches!clutches!

Entangled and insnaredEntangled and insnared

Hope feels all but lostHope feels all but lost

Until the head of another Sea CreatureUntil the head of another Sea Creature

pokes it's way through!pokes it's way through!

A Sea Turtle!A Sea Turtle!  



This friend is shy but helpful ever still, andThis friend is shy but helpful ever still, and

untangling me from seaweed, gently.untangling me from seaweed, gently.

TheyThey    show me around their amazing cave,show me around their amazing cave,

as well as me their colors, treasures andas well as me their colors, treasures and

wares aplenty!wares aplenty!  

While all this beauty is surely enticing, itWhile all this beauty is surely enticing, it

does not help me find my new identity!does not help me find my new identity!

So I bid Turtle adieu, and set off again to findSo I bid Turtle adieu, and set off again to find

my new me too!my new me too!



This next zone is foreign and uncomfortable to me,This next zone is foreign and uncomfortable to me,This next zone is foreign and uncomfortable to me,
and I must rightly admit it's getting harder to seeand I must rightly admit it's getting harder to seeand I must rightly admit it's getting harder to see
The sunlight can barely poke it's way through, so IThe sunlight can barely poke it's way through, so IThe sunlight can barely poke it's way through, so I

must be entering..must be entering..must be entering..
The Twilight Zone....The Twilight Zone....The Twilight Zone....

Out of dim darkness I see a faint shadow that feelsOut of dim darkness I see a faint shadow that feelsOut of dim darkness I see a faint shadow that feels
familiar to me, but that doesn't bring the comfort Ifamiliar to me, but that doesn't bring the comfort Ifamiliar to me, but that doesn't bring the comfort I

so desperately seekso desperately seekso desperately seek
For this is a shadow of a  foe, who is known to causeFor this is a shadow of a  foe, who is known to causeFor this is a shadow of a  foe, who is known to cause

fear.fear.fear.
With a fin, strong tail, and many teeth....With a fin, strong tail, and many teeth....With a fin, strong tail, and many teeth....

As it swims closer I can start see more clearly a...As it swims closer I can start see more clearly a...As it swims closer I can start see more clearly a...



A baby shark, hardly bigger than me!A baby shark, hardly bigger than me!

My fears start to subside, and curiosityMy fears start to subside, and curiosity  

  reigns!reigns!

Could baby Shark just want to play?Could baby Shark just want to play?

We sit and stare at each other for a spell.We sit and stare at each other for a spell.

Unsure of what to do.Unsure of what to do.

Everything was more interesting when weEverything was more interesting when we

were just shadows in each other's view!were just shadows in each other's view!

That's it!That's it!  



WeWe    make ourselves big!make ourselves big!
And we make ourselves small!And we make ourselves small!  

All by simply using the light available to usAll by simply using the light available to us

all!all!  

We have such fun that again I forget myWe have such fun that again I forget my

own mission, only to remember that this wasown mission, only to remember that this was

not exactly the point of my endeavor.not exactly the point of my endeavor.  

Fun and games were had, but now I must go!Fun and games were had, but now I must go!

Away I must swim hopefully Shark and IAway I must swim hopefully Shark and I

will cross paths again !will cross paths again !  



All of a sudden, out of the depths, twoAll of a sudden, out of the depths, two

strong tentacles swipe and stretch.strong tentacles swipe and stretch.

Trying to fetch it's next meal, I bet!Trying to fetch it's next meal, I bet!  

The Twilight ZoneThe Twilight Zone    gets darker thegets darker the
the deeper I go.the deeper I go.

And I start to get nervous at whatAnd I start to get nervous at what
lies below.lies below.

But I am determined to find who IBut I am determined to find who I
am meant to be so deeper I swim,am meant to be so deeper I swim,

until a forest of seaweed and coral,until a forest of seaweed and coral,
is all I canis all I can    see.see.  



As I safely swim, out of itsAs I safely swim, out of its

grasp, I notice a giant head andgrasp, I notice a giant head and

two eyes.two eyes.

We meet Octopus at last!We meet Octopus at last!

I have a strong feeling this is notI have a strong feeling this is not

where or who I'm meant to bewhere or who I'm meant to be

and so I swim onward evenand so I swim onward even

deeper into the sea.deeper into the sea.



Then all of a sudden, outThen all of a sudden, out

of its depths, rises aof its depths, rises a

round head...round head...

Darker and darker theDarker and darker the

Twilight Zone grows.Twilight Zone grows.  

Am I to the bottom of theAm I to the bottom of the

sea yet?sea yet?  

It's too dark to know?It's too dark to know?  

Another Octopus, perhaps?Another Octopus, perhaps?

My tummy can't help butMy tummy can't help but

fill with dread againfill with dread again

Until I see theUntil I see the

bioluminescence andbioluminescence and

jelly-like body...jelly-like body...

A Jellyfish! SwimmingA Jellyfish! Swimming

ever so gracefully.ever so gracefully.



I attempt to approach,I attempt to approach,

but to my surprise,but to my surprise,  

JellyfishJellyfish    backs away,backs away,

they too are not quitethey too are not quite

sure they want to play.sure they want to play.

I try once more, toI try once more, to

make their acquaintance,make their acquaintance,

but Jellyfish does notbut Jellyfish does not

comply.comply.

Instead they wave fromInstead they wave from

a distance, and wait fora distance, and wait for

me to swim by...me to swim by...

At first I am sadAt first I am sad

that they sent methat they sent me

away, but thenaway, but then

realize that somerealize that some

friends just wantfriends just want

space, when they gospace, when they go

to play.to play.  



So, I wait, and I wait, for Jelly to makeSo, I wait, and I wait, for Jelly to make
their first move.their first move.  

And at their own pace, they swim closerAnd at their own pace, they swim closer
and closer, when they realize they haveand closer, when they realize they have

nothing to fear!nothing to fear!

Once the fear subsides we laugh and weOnce the fear subsides we laugh and we
play hide and go seek amongst and aroundplay hide and go seek amongst and around  
  their tentacles they promise not to peek!their tentacles they promise not to peek!

We have so much fun that I almost forget,We have so much fun that I almost forget,
that I have a mission to complete so off Ithat I have a mission to complete so off I

must get!must get!  

  So off I swim into the great unknown  --So off I swim into the great unknown  --  
  the Midnight Zone.the Midnight Zone.



As I travel down deeperAs I travel down deeper

It gets darker stillIt gets darker still

But out of the darkness...But out of the darkness...

Music begins to swell?Music begins to swell?    



When I get closer, I finallyWhen I get closer, I finally

see, two creatures calledsee, two creatures called

EELS having a rockingEELS having a rocking

party!party!

They slither, they sway,They slither, they sway,

they full on rock out!they full on rock out!

And when they see me,And when they see me,

they shout out,they shout out,

"Join us!""Join us!"



I think,I think,

"Maybe, just maybe  these are the sea"Maybe, just maybe  these are the sea

creatures I can try to be!"creatures I can try to be!"

Yet, when I try to slither, they bob, and I bob asYet, when I try to slither, they bob, and I bob as

they sway.they sway.

  We're not playing together. It's all a big mess!We're not playing together. It's all a big mess!

I don't fit in here, and I feel dismayed!I don't fit in here, and I feel dismayed!



The EELS,The EELS,    caught up in their rocking goodcaught up in their rocking good
show, let me float away downward.show, let me float away downward.  
Nervous to see how the rest of thisNervous to see how the rest of this

journey could go.journey could go.  

As we drift closer to each other IAs we drift closer to each other I

see,see,    a little Vampire Squid cominga little Vampire Squid coming

to greet me!to greet me!

As I float further downward all theAs I float further downward all the
bubbles seem to go away.bubbles seem to go away.
NoNo    more magicalmore magical      breadcrumbs tobreadcrumbs to
dot my way.dot my way.

Then, out of the darkness, anotherThen, out of the darkness, another
shadow appears, that looks almostshadow appears, that looks almost
like...a ghost with cute little ears!like...a ghost with cute little ears!



Almost instantly we areAlmost instantly we are

friends, and on a newfriends, and on a new

mission:mission:

To find where all the bubblesTo find where all the bubbles

must be hidden!must be hidden!  

We float on down further,We float on down further,

and find a great cavern.and find a great cavern.

AndAnd    happen to find...happen to find...

Filled it with tons of bubblesFilled it with tons of bubbles

that werethat were    trappedtrapped    within!within!  



Working together we set the bubblesWorking together we set the bubbles

free!free!  

And happily play and pop them withAnd happily play and pop them with

ease!ease!

While this is all jolly good fun, I realizeWhile this is all jolly good fun, I realize

that this, again was not the mission Ithat this, again was not the mission I

was supposed to be on!was supposed to be on!  



I swim and I swim, butI swim and I swim, but
don't feel quite alone.don't feel quite alone.
All my leaves are atAll my leaves are at

attention in this forbiddenattention in this forbidden
zone!zone!  

I carry onward,I carry onward,
  but can't help but feel thatbut can't help but feel that
something, or someonesomething, or someone
must be watching me!must be watching me!

I cautiously turn aroundI cautiously turn around
and what do I see?and what do I see?

I sayI say    see you soon to thesee you soon to the
dear Squid anddear Squid and    happilyhappily
venture deeper within theventure deeper within the
Midnight ZoneMidnight Zone



But another Sea CreatureBut another Sea Creature
following me!following me!

They are big round andThey are big round and
sort of look like a gob ofsort of look like a gob of

goo...goo...
This must be Blob Fish, IThis must be Blob Fish, I
never thought I'd meet never thought I'd meet 

them, and so soon!them, and so soon!



Much more mellow thanMuch more mellow than
both the Eels or Squid, weboth the Eels or Squid, we

sit and we chill out forsit and we chill out for
once.once.  

It's sometimes nice to justIt's sometimes nice to just
relax!relax!

But as we sit reflecting, IBut as we sit reflecting, I
remember, quite abruptly,remember, quite abruptly,
my mission to find myselfmy mission to find myself
got somewhat interrupted.got somewhat interrupted.



I wish Blob a fond and happyI wish Blob a fond and happy

goodbye, I hear somethinggoodbye, I hear something

above me that I can't quiteabove me that I can't quite

spy.spy.



Above my head and with my little eyes, IAbove my head and with my little eyes, I
finally spy, magnificent WHALEfinally spy, magnificent WHALE    floatingfloating

above me.above me.
They swim so gracefully, almost like a dance,They swim so gracefully, almost like a dance,

I timidly start to advance --I timidly start to advance --
When all of a sudden from the top of theirWhen all of a sudden from the top of their

head, something gooey spurts out!head, something gooey spurts out!



The ocean around them starts toThe ocean around them starts to
fill, with thisfill, with this      gooey substancegooey substance
(that also was stinky to smell)(that also was stinky to smell)
To Whale and my own surprise,To Whale and my own surprise,

they get caught in their own goo.they get caught in their own goo.
I spring into action, knowingI spring into action, knowing

exactly what to do!exactly what to do!  



Safely free from their slimy ho'ona,Safely free from their slimy ho'ona,
Whale thanks me for my gesture, offering aWhale thanks me for my gesture, offering a
ride back to my home, which I accept tiredride back to my home, which I accept tired

from this adventure.from this adventure.
While we make our way back to the zone ofWhile we make our way back to the zone of
the sun, I ask Whale if I could ever be one .the sun, I ask Whale if I could ever be one .
Whale, confused, simply says, "but we needWhale, confused, simply says, "but we need

more like. you tiny Sea Dragon friend. "more like. you tiny Sea Dragon friend. "



Safely, I am home, all thanksSafely, I am home, all thanks

to Whale, but I feel I haveto Whale, but I feel I have

failed.failed.

For I found no one like me.For I found no one like me.

And no one I could possiblyAnd no one I could possibly

try to be.try to be.  



I think of all the friends II think of all the friends I

met along the way...met along the way...

All special with fun talents and gifts, toAll special with fun talents and gifts, to
the ocean blue.the ocean blue.

Is there something I have that could beIs there something I have that could be
special too?special too?  



I swim and I thinkI swim and I think

And I think and I swim.And I think and I swim.

And finally realize...And finally realize...

How special it must beHow special it must be    that there isthat there is

no one in the sea exactly like me!no one in the sea exactly like me!

I am actually quite happyI am actually quite happy

being one of a kind!being one of a kind!



So, hello, again...So, hello, again...

  New friends and old, I haveNew friends and old, I have

something to say!something to say!  

I am Sea Dragon of the deepI am Sea Dragon of the deep

blue sea and  I am special andblue sea and  I am special and

happy, exactly this way!happy, exactly this way!  


